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From the heart of the South, the sound and the presence is strong, Hip-Hop, Rap and R&B compiled into

a collection of hits that gives you that party vibe while still on that R-n-B tip. 17 MP3 Songs URBAN/R&B:

R&B Rap mix, HIP HOP/RAP: Rap Details: As the Cash Money Millionaires put it best. DA BLOCK on

fire. Sizzleling str8 out of Houston Texas, DA BLOCK is coming with their Debut Album titled " DA BLOCK

PARTY " This is a compilation of some of Houston's hottest artist. " DA BLOCK PARTY" blazes

something for everyone. Bringing you the newest, in HIP HOP and R-n-B. That's right ; Rap and R-n-B on

the same album. It's time to ignite the speakers and pop, tha-trunk. Derrick McCarty, AKA (POLOBOY),

the founder and President of DA BLOCK Entertainment with over 20 years of experience in producing

and recording in the Music industry, has arranged a team of talented individuals and has packaged it just

right for you and your enjoyment. With features like Belle  Chantel, Uneek Image, Strange Figaz and back

on the scene are E-Rock, 007 and Lo-Life of the formerly known 5th Ward Boyz. Str8 up from 5th Ward

are the Legendary E-Rock, Lo- Life and 007. Bringing you the comeback of the Century. With that fat in

your face bass, hard knocking ass drums, and profound lyrics, you surely won't be able to resist the

temptation to nod your head and bang your systems to this Ghetto Famous Rap trio. May I mention that

E-Rock is not only an awesome lyricist but also a talented producer and engineer who executes most of

the recording and mixing himself. Their Album, titled "Ghetto Famous" is Expected to Hit Da Stores in

soon! Belle  Chantel gives you that party vibe while still on that R-n-B tip. Their style is a mixture of

Rhythm and Blues and Hip Hop with a sweet taste of Soul. These stylish young ladies will steal the hearts

of men with their talents as well as their looks and get women ready to live, learn, and love with their

lyrics.
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